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When CSE campaigns, storylines, resources, posters and leaflets are written in pink bubble writing 
and have pictures of teenage girls; is it really any wonder that boys don’t think CSE is relevant to 
them and don’t disclose as often as girls?  

This resource takes a critical view of gender roles and stereotypes of boys and young men which are 
leading to professionals missing children, delaying protection, or assuming that the boys are gang 
members rather than being sexually exploited. This resource will complete by exploring the impact 
sexual abuse has on boys and young men and discussing the evidence for techniques to support 
boys and young men after sexual exploitation. 

Sexes are whether a person is biologically male or female. Gender is a socially constructed set of 
values, characters and behaviours expected of femininity and masculinity. A male can act and 
behave however they like, but it is the strict gender roles that force them and socialise them into 
masculine behaviours. A female can act and behave however they like too, but it is gender that 
places expectations and norms upon them to be feminine and submissive. 

Therefore, gender is the harmful construct that causes boys to be perceived and treated differently 
to girls when they are being abused, as a sex, males do not experience trauma or sexual abuse 
differently, but because of the gender roles places upon them by society, practitioners, policy 
makers, law makers and the general public view male victims differently to female victims. 

Gender roles create a version of males and females that they should aspire to and conform to. 
Whilst the feminist movement has been arguing against gender roles for decades, there has not 
been significant movement away from them. In fact, there are probably more norms and roles 
placed on both sexes as the years have gone on, especially with the rise of porn, social media, the 
fashion industry and cosmetic surgery. 

When university students were asked to describe males and females, there were very high 
percentages of agreement across thousands of students, and the words for males were: 

v Messy (96%)
v Insensitive (96%)
v Athletic (88%)
v Aggressive (88%)
v Money maker (85%)
v Math/science oriented (84%)
v Loud (84%)

These are very strong assumptions and roles to place on half of the population, and yet huge 
majorities agreed with them and used the same words. Team this with the stereotypes taken from 
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US Health Guidance in 2016; Men are in charge, they are always at the top, men are in charge in 
relationships, men are lazy and messy, men are emotionless and don’t talk about their problems, 
men are strong, louder and more outspoken, men are sexually insatiable and always in control. 

What messages do these gender roles give to young boys? What happens when they experience 
rape and abuse and they realise they are not strong, or in control, or in charge of relationships, or 
emotionless? What happens when they need to talk about their problems? 

The messages about what it is to be a man come from every direction into the minds of boys and 
young men. 

Social Messages: You’ve Got Male 

Boys learn about who they are from family traditions, their own Father or male carers and their own 
male peers, but more overwhelmingly and more powerfully, they learn from media. They are 
constantly given messages, every single day, from music videos, from sports, from newspapers, 
from TV adverts, from soaps, dramas and films, the list is endless.  

It is very rare to find characters that do not conform to strict gender norms, and gender norms are 
exploited and used in marketing of products too. For example, DOVE was originally a line of hygiene 
and personal care products for women, until DOVE realised that they were missing out 50% of the 
market with the most spending power. So, they tried to develop a new line for men, but realised 
that men do not buy or look at ‘feminine’ looking packaging, such as the dove bird and the sweeping 
cursive writing. DOVE redeveloped the male side of their product line and called it DOVE FOR MEN, 
all packaging is dark grey and black, the bird became angular and angry looking, the soaps became 
square instead of oval. 

This is just one example of gendered marketing, but the proof is in the profit, it works! 

Companies can sell the exact same product to men and women, in two different packages and they 
don’t even realise it. Gendered marketing and deliberately using gender stereotypes to sell items 
creates a circular effect where people believe that they should buy the product for their ‘gender’ 
and also believe that the products are different because they need them to be for their gender, for 
example, why would we need toothpaste for men? Why would we need eyeliner (which was 
renamed ‘guy liner’) for men? The products remain exactly the same, the packaging changes and 
everyone, including very young children, believe it. 

Relevance to CSE/A and Sexual Violence 

1. If boys are positioned as strong and physically able, they are not seen as vulnerable to violence;
they are seen as perpetrators of violence.

2. If boys are supposed to be obsessed with dating and kissing girls and women, how could they
possibly be abused or harmed by girls or women?

3. If boys are supposed to be insatiable in sex and pleasure, maybe they enjoyed being abused?
4. If boys are strong and able, why didn’t they fight off their attacker?
5. If boys are supposed to be heterosexual and interested in girls, what effect does it have on them

when they are abused by boys and men?
6. If boys are supposed to be emotionless, why are we surprised that they don’t disclose their

worries and trauma?
7. If boys are supposed to be aggressive and violent, how did someone manage to control and

abuse them for such a long time without them fighting back?
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These above points clearly show that boys receive messages that they are not affected by 
vulnerability, violence or abuse because they are powerful, sexual and capable. Further than that, 
boys are often not seen as victims by society. 

What Are The Differences Between The Sexes When It Comes To CSE? 

The below findings are from Cockbain et al. (2015) 

Statistics and Reporting 

There are large differences between the statistics and reporting of CSE in males and females. 
Cockbain et al. (2015) found that between 5% and 12% of CSE cases were boys. This statistic may be 
accurate, (as girls are more likely to be targeted for sexual violence by men) or it may be 
representative of a number of issues including the fact that boys are less likely to disclose, 
professionals have limited awareness of exploited boys, that boys are often abused by men which 
raises issues around sexuality and homophobia. It may also be affected by the low levels of service 
provision for boys, with only a handful of male specific CSE services in the UK. The way CSE is 
identified and categorised is also based on female indicators and female centric notions of 
disclosure, meaning that boys may be assessed as not experiencing abuse. 

The counter argument, however, is that sexual violence is a male-dominated problem. 97% of sex 
offenders are men which has been a steady statistic for decades. The majority of all sexual and 
domestic violence victims are female. More than 2 females a week are killed by male domestic 
violence perpetrators in the UK. Girls and women have a 1 in 3 chance of being abused or raped in 
their lifetime versus the male 1 in 20 chance. The counter argument, therefore, is that the statistics 
are fairly accurate, but they are low because boys are genuinely targeted less. 

The reality is, it is very hard to know the answer, because men and boys are less likely to disclose 
their abuse even when asked in large studies and surveys like the British crime survey. 

Age of Child 

An interesting finding included that boys risk (and most referrals and disclosures about) CSE occur 
between 8 and 12 years old, whereas girls were much more specifically based at 15-16 years old.  

This raises important questions: are boys really more likely to be sexually exploited between 8 and 
12 years old, or are those boys more likely to disclose and be assessed as vulnerable because of 
their age? Is it possible that after 12 years old, boys likelihood of disclosing abuse drops significantly, 
or that professionals do not see teenage boys as victims of abuse, so they are not assessed or 
identified? 

Referral Routes of Children To CSE Teams 

Girls are twice as likely to be referred by social care than boys, whereas boys are twice as likely to be 
referred by criminal justice agencies than girls. 

Additional Needs 

Cockbain et al. (2015) found that 30% of the boys who had been sexually exploited had a disability, 
versus only 10% of girls. Why would boys be three times more likely to have a disability than girls? 
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This finding is statistically significant, over a third of boys who were sexually exploited were found to 
have a disability versus 10% of girls. We already know that boys are much more likely to be 
diagnosed with autism and behavioural issues, so it’s not surprising that they are so over 
represented in CSE cases; but what if we were even more critical than that? What if we applied the 
logic that boy’s trauma behaviours during and after sexual abuse were being seen as issues - 
specifically as behavioural issues and being categorised incorrectly?  

If sex offenders were deliberately targeting children with disabilities, we might not have seen the 
large difference between boys and girls but what if we were mistakenly categorising boys trauma 
and emotional behaviours as behavioural issues? 

Criminal Convictions 

Fifty percent of boys who were sexually exploited had a criminal record. A result of 50% is high and 
should lead us to consider whether we are criminalising male children in CSE or mistaking them for 
perpetrators. Whilst criminalisation of girls in CSE can and does happen, it is certainly nowhere near 
half of girls, who are usually seen as victims of crime. Boys may be perceived as being in a gang or 
grooming other children because of those gender roles we discussed. 

As the second statistic shows us, boys who have been sexually exploited are also more likely to be 
suspected of gun and knife crime in gangs instead of sexual exploitation. This sobering statistics 
teaches us that when boys are being abused and raped, professionals thought they were dangerous 
gang members instead of children being victim to sexual crime. This is arguably linked to gender 
roles of masculinity and invulnerability.  

Other Differences 

An interesting finding in this study included the result from the cases that boys were much less likely 
to bring other boys into CSE and much less likely to be being abused with other boys. Lots of the 
national cases featuring girls have included friendship groups who were all raped and abused 
together and girls ‘recruiting’ other girls into the abuse due to the control of the offenders. 

It is important to think about why this would be less likely for boys. One argument could be that it is 
less likely because it would require the boy to disclose the situation to others, which as we have 
understood, is very unlikely. Maybe sex offenders of boys are simply more likely to abuse boys on 
their own rather than a group of boys? We still have a lot to learn. 

Responses From The Media and The Public 

It is important to examine the way the media choose to present male victims of sexual abuse. Here 
are some excerpts from newspaper reports of boys who were sexually exploited: 

‘’Another notch on his belt’’ (about a ten year old boy) – The Father 

‘’Getting lucky with his fit teacher’’ (about a 12 year old boy) – The Mirror 

‘’Got his teacher pregnant during their secret relationship’’ (about a 13 year old boy) – The Guardian 

‘’CPS investigates 15 year old boy who had sex with his teacher’’ – CNN 

‘’Two boys seduced their English teacher’’ – Many media outlets about 10 and 11 year old boys 

‘’Loved every minute of it’’ (about a 10 year old boy) – The Father 
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‘’13 year old boy began a sexual relationship with his 24 year old teacher’’ – The Independent 

You can see the language above positions boys as young as 10 years old as sexually active ‘Romeos’ 
who have affairs, get lucky, seduce and enter into relationships with adult females. This type of 
language is very rare when girls are sexually abused by men. 

Interestingly, this has strong links to porn and the obsession with older women and teachers. Porn 
has glorified sex with ‘MILFs’ and coined the term ‘cougar’ to mean a sexually predatory older 
female who seduces young men. Not only that, but thousands of porn films are set in schools 
(where children learn… think about that; porn is regularly set in a child’s school). 

In porn, teachers are often seduced or seduce their pupils in power play. Women and girls are 
encouraged and celebrated to dress up as naughty school girls and naughty school teachers for 
fancy dress and Halloween. The impact this is having on the public is clearly very large and is 
resulting in the abuse of boys being recorded as pleasurable and sexual rather than the abuse of a 
small child. 

Coping Mechanisms of Boys After Sexual Abuse 

Findings from Dorais (2002) and Valente (2005) showed that boys and young men can ‘take on’ one 
of the following personas after sexual exploitation to help them cope with the trauma. What benefit 
do the following titles and descriptions serve for the boy in trauma? If there’s no benefit, how is it 
helping the boy to cope with his trauma? 

The Angry 
Avenger 

The Passive 
Victim 

The Daredevil The Rescuer The Conformist 

Someone has to 
pay for his misery 

Desire for revenge 
motivates him to 
abuse others 

Reinforces his 
sense of control, 
masculinity, 
dominance and 
power 

Discovers that 
being the abuser is 
sexually exciting 

Believes ''it is 
fate'' 

Tolerated abuse 
without 
reporting 

Act as if it were 
their fate to be 
abused and 
victimised 

They learned that 
they could get 
what they 
wanted through 
sex 

Sexual abuse 
often led to adult 
prostitution 

Sticking to what 
he knows 

Seeks a close 
relationship with 
someone will love 
him properly 

Batman and Robin, 
where the older 
mentor 
guides/takes care 
of the bym 

He seeks to rebuild 
these emotional 
ties, wounded 
masculinity and 
trust 

The boy has to deny 
the abuse 

He must cover 
insecurities, 
vulnerabilities, 
mistrust and self-
doubts 

This persona helps 
blot out the memory, 
fears and insecurities 
associated with the 
abuse, it may allow 
him to function 
effectively 

How Do Males Process Their Problems? 

“While men and women can solve problems equally well, their approach and their processes are 
often quite different. For most females, sharing and discussing a problem presents an opportunity 
to explore, deepen or strengthen the relationship with the person they are talking with. Women are 
usually more concerned about how problems are solved than merely solving the problem itself. For 
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most men, solving a problem presents an opportunity to demonstrate their competence, their 
strength of resolve, and their commitment to a relationship. How the problem is solved is not nearly 
as important as solving it effectively.’’ – Michael Conner, 2000 

Some theorists and therapists such as Conner, have argued that males are socialised to think 
differently about problems and emotional issues. They are socialised to fix problems and show their 
competence by solving an issue. Whereas females are socialised to talk about their problems and 
work through their feelings. They are encouraged to explore their feelings and why they feel a 
particular way. Therefore, him and others conclude that males would respond best to solution 
focussed approaches after a sexual trauma than asking them to relive and talk about their traumas.  

This is just one approach, and many other theorists would argue against this position, but solution 
focussed approaches are so easy to implement and are more of a mind-set shift than a therapeutic 
technique. The approach looks like: 

Solution Focussed 5 Step Model 

1. Step 1
What is the problem?
Could you put the issue/problem into one or two words?
Acknowledge the person’s concerns.
Don’t rush into providing solutions.

2. Step 2
Convert problem statements into goals.
What will be different about the situation when it’s better?

3. Step 3
In terms of how near you are to achieving the goal, on a scale of 0 to 10, where would you
say you are now?
Where do you need to get to?
How would you know that you had moved up one point on the scale?
Can we agree one small step you could take to achieve this?

4. Step 4
Once you have identified the small step, then ask:
What would need to happen for that to happen?
What would you or anyone else need to do?

5. Step 5
Summarise what the child has already achieved and the next step they are going to take.

Working With Boys After Sexual Exploitation 

Whether they deny, repress, or dissociate from the memories of abuse, the boy can learn that these 
strategies served a purpose-survival. Exploring how these strategies conferred safety and how they 
function now is important 

Professionals who understand some of the common psychological responses and dynamics of 
sexually abused boys can help survivors to understand and cope with the long-term effects of abuse 
on their self-esteem, sexual identity, relationships, and sense of safety. 
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It is essential to foster a safe environment and build trust; a supportive relationship is essential to 
the success of recovery and clients may need help in overcoming the barriers of their fear, self-
blame, guilt, and fear of punishment. It is difficult for survivor victims to open up their feelings of 
trauma and they are tempted to please the practitioner/adult due to power imbalance. The 
practitioner must avoid reinforcing guilt or self-blame by putting pressure on them to disclose or 
give evidence. 

Adapting Your Approach For Boys: The Answer Or An Assumption? 

Questions to ask ourselves: 

v Am I showing this resource to him because I have assumed that he will identify with it more
solely based on his gender?

v Am I taking him to activities or encouraging him to take part in events or services based on my
own gender scripts?

v Am I changing the way I work with children dependent on their gender, without checking what
they really want from me?

v Am I using female-centric resources/indicators with a mixed gender group/client group?
v Am I making assumptions about gender identity or sexuality with this child?
v Am I biased in the type of concerns I am having about this male child? (SHB, ASB, Gangs etc.)

Sometimes, professionals say they work differently with boys; they say things like ‘I take him to play 
football at the park to build rapport with him’ or ‘I don’t ask him if he is okay because boys don’t 
respond to that type of questioning anyway’, but how much of that is based on assumption? Not all 
boys like football, and after a sexual trauma, many children (boys or girls) probably wouldn’t want to 
play football. It is important we remain critical of our own biases and assumptions and ask 
ourselves… 

‘’Am I working with this boy in a certain way because I assume it works better for boys?’’ 

Using The Ecological Model To Understand Context of Male Sexual Abuse 

Below, the ecological model is used to show the culture boys exist within. Starting at the individual, 
James met a boy on a gaming forum and has sent pictures of himself, his address and arranged to 
meet. This sparked concern with James’ teachers and professionals are now worried about CSE. 

However, James’ family assume he is safe because he is in his room playing games online and they 
perceive the streets and parks as unsafe. His family tell him that it is much safer at home than 
hanging around on streets. Already, James has grown up in a culture which has taught him that 
online gaming is safe but hanging out in the streets is dangerous, his parents also believe this, as 
many other parents do. This might mean that James’ parents do not identify any risks, or any people 
contact him on the internet, because they think no harm can possibly come to him in his room. 

On top of this, all of James’ friends are on the same gaming platform, so it is completely normalised 
to chat to people online within his peer circle. For practitioners, it will not be enough to simply tell 
James that talking to strangers on the game is unsafe, because he has constant safe examples of 
chatting online all around him, therefore, what the practitioner tells him will not match up with his 
reality, he is likely to reject what the practitioner is saying as he has seen no evidence of harm yet.  
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Finally, he exists within a culture that exerts that abuse doesn’t happen to boys anyway; why would 
James worry about being harmed or abused if he doesn’t even think it applies to him? Simply telling 
him it applies to him may not be enough when society is telling him the opposite. It is therefore 
unwise of us to focus on the child and try to convince them to ‘change’ to keep themselves safe 
without considering the huge influences from other levels of their existence which may be giving 
them contradictory messages. 

Assessing Concerns About Boys 

v Never assume that a child is ‘bluffing’ or ‘seeking attention’ when they tell you that they are at
risk or that they will harm themselves

v Challenge bad practice; if an agency is not responding in the manner you hoped, ask for it in
writing and ask for their full name, escalate and be confident in your expectations for a better
service for the child

v Ask yourself ‘Would I assess this risk differently if this was a female?’
v Bear in mind that young males are much more likely to follow through on a threat or attempt at

suicide than females
v Look at risk assessments without the gender or name on the top
v When discussing, talk in a gender-neutral manner and do not give the name until the end, this

ensures that assumptions have not been made on a gendered basis
v Don’t be scared to play devil’s advocate when you think a case is being responded to differently

based on gender

What Do Young Men Tell Us They Want From Our Services After Abuse And Trauma? 

‘’One of the main issues is the lack of male professionals in the sector’’ 

‘’A barrier to go and approach more counselling type services is because it's seen as 'touchy feely' or 
more feminine’’ 



‘’It’s probably wrong to say it but most men are too proud to show weakness face to face, they 
always put on a brave face and say it's not that bad even when it is’’ 

‘’We need to feel less like we’re being judged, to take away the stigma of being male’’ 

‘’Consistency’’ 

‘’I think I would be more likely to interact with a service if I knew I could go to one place and get help 
for everything rather than having to go from pillar to post describing my situation to every Tom, Dick 

and Harry’’ 

‘’Some young men may find art and horticulturally based sessions less threatening than having direct 
therapy where their feelings and experiences are discussed openly’’ 

‘’Services should be proactive… not waiting till young men contact them… it won’t happen’’ 

‘’It’s not easy for us to talk about these issues, even on the phone let alone face-to-face, so schemes 
where they can text from their mobile phones about problems or e-mail’’ 

‘’I believe it’s important to get us step by step to a point where we can talk about our problems’’ 

‘’I always found talking to a woman (usually not a family member) the best way forward. The fear of 
being judged by the same sex disappears when this happens’’ 
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For more information about supporting boys and young men or victim blaming, please visit 
www.victimfocus.org.uk or contact Jessica on jessica@victimfocus.org.uk  
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